
RLI Marine cargo insurance
allows you to ship with confidence

marine cargo

Whether importing raw materials from Singapore or exporting 

finished goods to France, shippers must have confidence in the 

insurance protecting their merchandise. As the complexities 

of international trade have practically been stripped away by 

efficiencies of the Internet, more companies are involved in 

international trade. However, in our experience, global ambition 

doesn’t mean these businesses have the coverage they need. 

Cargo insurance is the lifeblood of international trade, essentially 

keeping trade running smoothly.

AT RLI, WE’RE DIFFERENT — AND THAT’S GOOD FOR YOU.

RLI Marine’s underwriters are an experienced crew. Each office 

is staffed with seasoned professionals who respond to market 

demands and opportunities more quickly than many of our 

competitors. Our clients benefit from our niche underwriting focus 

and the creative approaches we deliver. We listen to the requests 

of our customers and find ways to meet their needs. The result? 

Producers have a reliable market for coverage, and insureds get a 

program tailored to their unique needs.

Our claims staff is experienced in all types of marine claims and 

is proactive in the settlement process should a loss occur. 
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marine cargo

RLI’s record of financial strength has earned high regard 
from the insurance industry’s most respected rating agencies 
— an “A+” (Superior) rating from A.M. Best and “A+” (Strong) 
from Standard & Poor’s — and RLI has appeared in the 
Ward’s 50 every year of the survey’s existence.

RLI MARINE BEGINS 

WHERE MANY DO NOT —

WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS 

OBTAINING A qUOTE

To receive a competitive quote for cargo coverage 

from RLI Marine, please contact your local RLI Marine 

underwriter for program details. Consult actual policy 

for exact terms, conditions and exclusions governing 

coverage for this and all RLI products.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

…or to contact an underwriter, visit our website at 
www.rlimarine.com.
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ADDITIONAL RLI MARINE COvERAGES

We offer a host of other Marine coverages including marine 
artisans, ocean cargo and inland transit, commercial hull and P&I, 
marine builders risk, marine liability, excess liabilty, and inland 
marine and related property.

CARGO COvERAGES

• Open policy or individual shipment

• Domestic transit

• Exhibitions

• Warehouse storage

• Strikes and riots

• War risk

SERvICES INCLUDED

• Online certificates and reporting

• Worldwide claims network

• Subrogation and recovery

• Experienced underwriters

AppETITE

RLI Marine has a very broad appetite for ocean 
cargo insurance. From wearing apparel to bulk oil 
to furniture to soybeans, and almost any product in 
between, they are all of interest to us. Through our 
efficient operating platform, we can issue policies 
on a gross sales or insured value basis. More 
importantly, we offer competitive rates, terms and 
conditions, including low minimum premiums. 

TARGET CUSTOMERS

• Importers

• Wholesalers

• Exporters

• Retailers

• Freight forwarders & logistics providers

• Manufacturers

• Multinational companies

• Business-to-business Internet sales


